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FILE FOLDER TRANSMISSION ON NETWORK

RELATED APPLICATIONS

The present application claims priority benefit of Chinese patent application

No. 200810084253.6, filed March 28, 2008, entitled "SYSTEM, APPARATUS AND

METHOD FOR FILE FOLDER TRANSMISSION", which Chinese application is

hereby incorporated in its entirety by reference.

BACKGROUND ART

The present disclosure relates to communication field, and particularly to

systems, apparatuses, and methods for file transmission on network using

communication applications such as instant messaging systems.

Along with the development of the Internet, electronic information is shared

by Internet users all over the world. People can obtain various kinds of information

from the Internet at any time to the benefit of their learning and other aspects of the

life. Certain Internet communication software and services (e.g., QQ and MSN) have

become a part of Internet users' lives including work, learning and entertainment.

Because Internet communication often requires transmitting a file, file transmission

has become one of the most important applications in the Internet.

File transmission as a core application of Internet application is also supported

by operating systems such as Windows. Mainstream operating systems such as

Windows already have support for transmission of files and file folders by means of

network sharing in their various versions. However, such file and file folder

transmission can only be carried out efficiently within a local area network. At the

same time, in order to satisfy needs of Internet users, instant messaging software



applications have provided a more powerful file transmission function using P2P

(peer to peer networking) and file relay technology to realize transmission of a file

between any two ends or even multiple ends on the Internet. However, because the

transmission of a file folder is more complicated, existing instant messaging software

has so far not provided a function for file folder transmission.

In a practical application, an Internet user often needs to send all files under a

specific file folder. Because existing instant messaging tools do not provide a

function for fast and simple file folder transmission, the user usually completes the

transmission of a file folder using one of the following approaches.

In a first approach, a sender selects a file folder to be sent, and zips all the files

in the file folder using zip software. After zipping is completed, a single zip file is

sent to the recipient. Upon receiving the zip file, the recipient unzips the file to

recover the file folder.

In particular, a Chinese patent Application No. 200310112571.6 discloses a

proxy system and a method for file transmission. The method disclosed therein allows

a proxy server to download information from a FTP (File Transfer Protocol) server,

and upload information to the FTP server, based on a user request sent from a client

computer. As shown in FIG. 1, the file transmission proxy system includes a proxy

server 101, multiple client computers 103, a network 104, and a FTP server 102. As

shown in FIG. 2, the proxy server 201 (101) includes a transmission module 210, a

compression module 211, a decompression module 212, and a connecting module

213. The transmission module 210 is used for transmitting information between a

client computer 103 and the FTP server 102. The compression module 2 11 is used for

compressing the information that is being sent to a client computer 103. The

decompression module 212 is used for decompressing the information that is being



sent to the FTP server 102. The connecting module 213 is used for connecting with

the FTP server 102 according to a request from a user. Using the system disclosed

therein can improve file transmission speed, and file transmission security.

By zipping and compressing files in a file folder before transmission, the

above-disclosed system and method not only have fast transmission speed, but also

have lower costs for technical implementation. However, for a file folder of large

size, zipping and unzipping become time-consuming. This causes a large amount of

CPU, hard disk and memory resources of a user computer to be occupied during the

process, and a poor user experience.

In an alternative approach, the sender selects and sends files in a file folder

one after one, and the recipient receives the files one by one until the transmission of

all the files is completed. Although this transmission method does not require zipping

and has a low cost for technical implementation, the user operations of both the

sender and the recipient can be extremely tedious. A large amount of time and energy

can be wasted if a file folder contains a large number of files. Moreover, the

complexity of network environment for a user, and the uncertainty of the user

operations in a transmission process (e.g., sudden Internet failure or wrong file

selection by the user) have posed difficulties to this method. Furthermore, because

the Windows operating system has a maximum limit of 260 letters for a directory

length, if the depth of a sub-directory of a file folder being sent (i.e., the maximum

path length of a file in the file folder) is exceedingly deep, a storage failure for a

recipient will occur. If the network conditions of two file transmission ends are poor,

frequent fluctuations of data transmission routes may terminate the connection, and

cause difficulties in recovering previous transmission after re-connection.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Disclosed are a method and a system for transmitting a file folder from the

sending end to the receiving end. The method uses a file folder transmission unit at

the sending end side to first generate a directory structure file of the file folder. The

directory structure file may have properties such as the size of the file folder, paths

and path lengths of the files in the file folder. The sending end then sends the

directory structure file to the receiving end through the file folder transmission unit to

allow the system to determine which files in the file folder need to be transmitted.

The files are then transmitted to the receiving end according to the determination.

The disclosed method and system allow a faster and more convenient file folder

network transmission, and help to solve the problems of tedious operations and high

resource occupancy inherent in existing file folder transmission methods.

The directory structure file may be generated by traversing the file folder and

computing the properties of the directory structure file. The properties of the

directory structure file may also include the size of a subfolder in the file folder and

paths and path lengths of files in the subfolder.

In one embodiment, the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted may

be determined by analyzing the directory structure file at the receiving end. The

receiving end may send a file acquisition request to the sending end to request the

files in the file folder that need to be transmitted.

In one embodiment, the sending end and they receive end communicate

through an instant messaging tool. The sending end sends a file folder transmission

request to the receiving end through an instant messaging channel. In order to transmit

the files in the file folder, a network data transmission channel may be opened based



on network condition between the sending end and a receiving end before sending the

directory structure file from the sending end to the receiving end.

In one embodiment, the system determines whether the receiving end already

has the directory structure file before transmitting the directory structure file. In order

to do this, the system may generate an index identifier of the directory structure file,

send the index identifier to the receiving end to determine whether the receiving end

already has the directory structure file using the index identifier. The index identifier

may be a 16-bit unique identifier extracted from the directory structure file using a

message digest algorithm.

Upon an occurrence of a network connection interruption between the

receiving end and the sending end, the method may acquire breakpoint information of

transmission interruption of the directory structure file or the file folder, and resume

the transmission from a position indicated by the breakpoint information after the

transmission returns to normal.

One aspect of the present disclosure is an apparatus for transmitting a file

folder between a sending end and a file folder transmission. The apparatus connects

with the sending end, and the receiving end connects with the sending end through a

network connection to transmit the file folder from the sending end through the file

folder transmission device. The file folder transmission apparatus has a file folder

directory management module adapted for generating a directory structure file of the

file folder; a file folder transmission operation logic module adapted for determining

files in the file folder that need to be transmitted from the sending end to the receiving

according to the directory structure file; and any network transmission module

adapted for transmitting the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted to the



receiving end. The directory structure file having properties may include size of the

file folder, paths and path lengths of files in the file folder.

In one embodiment, the file folder transmission operating logic module is

further adapted for receiving a file acquisition request from the receiving end, the file

acquisition request requesting the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted.

According to another aspect of the present disclosure, one or more computer

readable media have stored thereupon a plurality of instructions that, when executed

by a processor, causes the processor to generate a directory structure file of a file

folder; send the directory structure file from a sending end to a receiving end;

determine files in the file folder that need to be transmitted from the sending end to

the receiving according to the directory structure file; and transmit the files in the file

folder that need to be transmitted to the receiving end. In one embodiment, the

processor determines the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted according

to a file transmission request received from the receiving end.

The disclosed method uses a file folder transmission unit to manage file folder

transmission, and requires only a simple one-click operation to achieve transmission

of a file folder between a sending end and a receiving end. In addition to the easy and

convenient operation in file folder transmission, the disclosed method also avoids

drawback of high occupancy of system resources caused by zipping and compressing

a file folder. Furthermore, the disclosed method and system may adopt a breakpoint

transmission resume mechanism. In an environment having poor network conditions,

or during a network interruption, the disclosed method and system allow a fast

recovery to previous transmission status upon re-connection, resulting in a more

stable and reliable file folder transmission.



This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified

form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is

not intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject

matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed

subject matter.



DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

The detailed description is described with reference to the accompanying

figures. In the figures, the left-most digit(s) of a reference number identifies the

figure in which the reference number first appears. The use of the same reference

numbers in different figures indicates similar or identical items.

FIG. 1 shows a structural diagram of a prior art file folder transmission proxy

system.

FIG. 2 shows a structural diagram of the proxy server of the prior art file

folder transmission proxy system of FIG. 1.

FIG. 3 shows a structural diagram of a file folder transmission system in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 4 shows a structural diagram of a file folder transmission unit in the

exemplary file folder transmission system of FIG. 3.

FIG. 5 shows a structural diagram of a receiving end of the exemplary file

folder transmission system of FIG. 3.

FIG. 6 shows a flow chart of an exemplary method for file folder transmission

in accordance the present disclosure.

FIG. 7 shows a flow chart of another exemplary method for file folder

transmission.

FIG. 8 shows a flow chart of an exemplary file folder transmission upon an

interruption of the network connection between a sending end and a receiving end.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The method and system of file folder transmission are described in detail using

accompanying figures.

FIG. 3 shows a structural diagram of a file folder transmission system in

accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure. The file folder

transmission system 300 includes a sending end 301, a file folder transmission unit

303, and a receiving end 305. The file folder transmission unit 303 connects with the

sending end 301, and connects with the receiving end 305 through a network 307.

The sending end 301 and the receiving end 305 may each be a user terminal

such as a personal computer, a mobile device or a network client. The file folder

transmission unit 303 may either be a standalone device, a server (or a component

installed on the server), or a component (software, hardware or a combination thereof)

installed on the same machine with the sending end 301. In one embodiment, the

sending end 301 and/or the receiving end 205 each has an instant messaging client.

FIG. 4 shows a structural diagram of a file folder transmission unit used in the

exemplary file folder transmission system of FIG. 3. The file folder transmission unit

403 (303) includes a directory management module 4 11, a network transmission

module 413, and a file folder transmission operation logic module 415. The directory

management module 4 11 is used for generating a directory structure file of the file

folder to be transmitted from the sending end 301. The directory structure file may

include properties including size of the file folder, paths and path lengths of files in

the file folder and similar information of subfolders. The directory management

module 4 11 traverses files in the file folder and computes the properties of the

directory structure file such as the space (size) on the hard disk to be occupied by the

file folder (including the files contained therein), the path and the path length of sub-



file folders and sub-files (files in a subfolder) in the file folder. The directory

management module 411 then sends the directory structure file to the receiving end

305 through the sending end 301.

The network transmission module 413 is used for establishing a network data

transmission channel based on network conditions of the sending end 301 and the

receiving end 305. The file folder transmission operation logic module 415 is used

for transmitting the files in the file folder to the receiving end 305 through the

network data transmission channel.

In one embodiment, the file folder transmission unit 403 (303) determines

which files in the file folder need to be transmitted from the sending end to the

receiving. This may be done by receiving a file acquisition request sent from the

receiving end 305. The file acquisition request specifies the files in the file folder that

need to be transmitted. The receiving end 305 may determine the files that need to be

transmitted by analyzing the directory structure file received in comparison with the

files already stored at the receiving end 305.

It is noted that the file folder transmission unit 303 (403) can be implemented

by either software or hardware, or a combination thereof, and may either be a stand

alone device or a component installed on the same machine with the sending end 301.

FIG. 5 shows a structural diagram of a receiving end of the exemplary file

folder transmission system of FIG. 3. The receiving end 505 (305) includes a file

acquisition request module 521, a file analysis module 523, and a breakpoint

information acquisition module 525. The file acquisition request module 521 is used

for sending a file acquisition request to the sending end 301. The file acquisition

request is based on a directory structure file, and formed after the receiving end 305

has received and analyzed the directory structure file. The file analysis module 523 is



connected with the file acquisition request module 521, and is used for analyzing

whether files in the file folder to be transmitted exists in a receiving directory of the

receiving end 305. The analysis is based on comparing the received directory

structure file with the existing files stored at the receiving end. The file analysis

module 523 sends the analysis result to the file acquisition request module 521 to

form the file acquisition request.

The breakpoint information acquisition module 525 is connected with the file

acquisition module 521, and is used for acquiring breakpoint information of

transmission interruption of the directory structure file or the file folder. This may be

done after a network connection between the receiving end 305 and the sending end

301 has disconnected and re-connected. The breakpoint information indicates a

proper position in the directory structure file or the file folder at which the

transmission should be resumed when the network connection has recovered. The

breakpoint information acquisition module 525 sends the breakpoint information of

transmission interruption to the file acquisition request module 521, which forms the

transmission request accordingly to ensure that transmission of the directory structure

file or the file folder resumes from a position indicated by the breakpoint information.

In an exemplary application of file folder transmission using the file folder

transmission system 300, the sending end 301 first selects a file folder to be

transmitted. Upon clicking a button for sending the file folder, the file folder

transmission unit 303 starts the directory management module 4 11. The directory

management module 4 11 starts a statistics thread and traverses the directory structure

of the selected file folder to analyze the files and the file and folder structures in the

selected file folder. At the same time, the directory management module 4 11

computes space (size) the file folder occupies in a disk, the path and path lengths of



the files, the sub-file folders and sub-files in the file folder, and generates a directory

structure file. Table 1 shows an exemplary format of a directory structure file in

accordance with the present disclosure:

TABLE 1

WORD // directory path length

String // directory path

WORD // path length of file 1 under directory

String // path of file 1 under directory

WORD // path length of file 2 under directory

String // path of file 2 under directory

WORD // path length of last file under directory

String // path of last file under directory

WORD // path length of sub-directory 1

String // path of sub-directory 1

WORD // path length of file 1 under sub-directory 1

String // path of file 1 under sub-directory 1

The sizes of a file folder and a file in the file folder may be saved as a 64-bit

integer. A maximum amount of data in a file folder that can be transmitted may be set

to be 234 GB, for example. Alternatively, a cap for the size of an individual file folder

to be transmitted may be set. File folders with a size below or equal to the cap may be

transmitted directly using the translation method described herein. Any file folder

with a size above the cap may still be transmitted, but may be required to use a file

relay server, thereby lowering operating cost.



The directory structure file thus generated may be identified using an index

file. For example, upon traversing the file folder, the sending end 301 extracts a 16-

bit hashcode from the generated directory structure file using a message digest

algorithm such as md5 algorithm. The 16-bit hashcode works as a unique identifier of

the directory structure file.

Prior to file folder transmission, the sending end 301 may first send a file

folder transmission request to the receiving end 305 through a messaging

communication channel (such as communication tools like QQ). If the receiving end

305 degrees to the transmission of the file folder, the sending end 301 calls the

network transmission module 413 in the file folder transmission unit 403 (303), and

establishes a designated network data transmission channel. The network data

transmission channel may either be a P2P (peer-to-peer networking) transmission

channel, or a relay channel of a server, depending on network conditions of the

sending end 301 and the receiving end 305. A designated network data transmission

channel allows faster and safer file folder transmission.

After the network data transmission channel has been established, the sending

end 301 first sends the hashcode of the directory structure file to the receiving end

305 through the network data transmission channel. Upon receiving the hashcode of

the directory structure file, the receiving end 305 examines whether the hashcode of

the directory structure file exists in a directory arranged for this purpose. If the

hashcode of the directory structure file does not exist, the sending end 301 transmits

the directory structure file to the receiving end 305 through the network data

transmission channel.

Upon receiving the directory structure file from the sending end 301, the

receiving end 305 first determines whether the receiving directory arranged for



storing the file folder meets the disk space requirement for storing the file folder, and

whether any path length of the sub-file folders and sub-files in the file folder exceeds

the path length limit of the operating system of receiving end 305. If the requirements

are satisfied, the file analysis module 523 analyzes whether the any files in the file

folder already exist in the receiving directory of the receiving end 305, and sends an

analysis result to the file acquisition request module 521. Based on the analysis result

obtained by the file analysis module 523, the file acquisition request module 521

forms an acquisition request and sends it to the sending end 301. The acquisition

request specifies files in the file folder that do not already exist in the receiving

directory and therefore need to be transmitted. The sending end 301 then transmits

the requested files in the file folder to the receiving end 305 according to the

acquisition request.

In addition to the file paths and filenames, timestamps may also be used to

further identify different versions of the same file. The file acquisition request may

indicate that a newer version of a file needs to be transmitted even though an older

version of the file already exists in the receiving directory of the receiving and 305.

If a network connection between the sending end 301 and the receiving end

305 has had an interruption and was disconnected and re-connected in the process of

transmission of a file folder, the breakpoint information acquisition module 525 in the

receiving end 305 acquires breakpoint information of transmission interruption of the

file folder. The breakpoint information indicates the position of transmission of the

file folder at the time when the network was disconnected. The breakpoint

information acquisition module 525 sends the breakpoint information to the file

acquisition request module 521, which then sends a file acquisition request to the

sending end 501 based on the breakpoint information. The breakpoint information



ensures that the transmission of the file folder will start from a proper position

indicated by the breakpoint information. If a network connection between the sending

end 301 and the receiving end 305 was disconnected and re-connected in the process

of transmission of a directory structure file, the breakpoint information acquisition

module 525 may also acquire breakpoint information of transmission interruption of

the directory structure file. The backbone information is likewise sent to the sending

end 301 by the receiving end 305 to ensure that the transmission of the directory

structure file will begin from a proper position indicated by the breakpoint

information.

The present disclosure further provides an apparatus for file folder

transmission. The structure and functions of the apparatus for file folder transmission

are the same as the file folder transmission unit 403 (303) in the above file folder

transmission system, and are therefore not described here again. In the present

description, a "unit" may be a device, a tool or machine designed to perform a

particular task or function. A unit or device can be a piece of hardware, software, a

plan or scheme, or a combination thereof, for effectuating a purpose associated with

the particular task or function.

The present disclosure further provides a method for file folder transmission.

Exemplary embodiments of the method are described in detail below using flowcharts

of processes. In this description, the order in which a process is described is not

intended to be construed as a limitation, and any number of the described process

blocks may be combined in any order to implement the method, or an alternate

method.



FIG. 6 shows a flow chart of an exemplary file folder transmission method in

accordance the present disclosure. The exemplary process for file folder transmission

includes the following procedures.

Block S601 generates a directory structure file of the file folder. The directory

structure file has properties including size of the file folder, paths and path lengths of

files in the file folder. The properties of the directory structure file may further

include sizes of subfolders in the file folder and paths and path lengths of files in the

subfolders. The directory structure file may be generated by traversing the file folder

and computing the properties of the directory structure file. TABLE 1 shows an

exemplary format for the directory structure file.

Sizes of a file folder and a file in the file folder are described using 64-bit

integers. A maximum amount of data transmission for a file folder may be set (e.g.,

234 GB). Alternatively, a cap for the size of a file folder may be set.

Block 602 sends the directory structure file from the sending end to the

receiving end.

Before transmitting the directory structure file, the sending end may send a file

folder transmission request to a receiving end through a messaging communication

channel, such as an instant messaging communication tool.

Before transmitting the directory structure file, the receiving end may also first

determine whether the receiving end already has the directory structure file. An

exemplary way to determine whether the receiving end already has the directory

structure file is to use an index identifier as described herein.

In order to facilitate the transmission of the directory structure file and the

subsequent transmission of the file folder, a network data transmission channel may

be established according to network conditions of the sending end and a receiving



end. The network data transmission channel may either be a P2P (peer-to-peer

networking) transmission channel, or a relay channel of a server, depending on

network conditions of the sending end and the receiving end. A designated network

data transmission channel allows faster and safer file folder transmission.

Upon receiving the directory structure file from the sending end, the receiving

end may first determine whether a receiving directory arrange for storing the file

folder meets the space requirements of the file folder to occupy the disk, and whether

any path length of the sub-file folders and sub-files in the file folder exceeds the path

length limit of the operating system of the receiving end. If the requirements are met,

the method may proceeds to the next step.

Block 603 determines the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted

from the sending end to the receiving according to the directory structure file. The

determination may be done by analyzing the directory structure file at the receiving

end. For example, the receiving end may compare the directory structure file with

files already stored in the receiving directory at the receiving end to determine which

files need to be transmitted. After this, the receiving end may send a file acquisition

request to request the files that need to be transmitted.

Block 604 transmits the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted to the

receiving end. Upon an occurrence of a network connection interruption, breakpoint

information of transmission interruption of the directory structure file or the file folder

may be obtained in order to assure that the transmission resumes from a position

indicated by the breakpoint information.

FIG. 7 shows a flow chart of another exemplary file folder transmission

method in accordance with the present disclosure.



At block 701, the system traverses files in a file folder to be transmitted by a

sending end, and computes the size of the file folder, paths and path lengths of sub

file folders and sub-files in the file folder to generate a directory structure file that

indicates. TABLE 1 shows an exemplary format for the directory structure file.

At block 703, the sending end sends a file folder transmission request to a

receiving end through a messaging communication channel such as an instant

messaging communication tool. The available instant messaging communication

tools include QQ, MSN and AliWangWang.

At block 705, if the receiving end agrees to the file folder transmission

request, a network data transmission channel is established according to network

conditions of the sending end and a receiving end. The network data transmission

channel may either be a P2P (peer-to-peer networking) transmission channel, or a

relay channel of a server, depending on network conditions of the sending end and the

receiving end. The designated network data transmission channel allows faster and

safer file folder transmission.

Block 707 sends an index identifier of the directory structure file to the

receiving end through the network data transmission channel, and determines whether

the directory structure file already exists at the receiving end. The index identifier

may be a 16-bit unique identifier (hashcode) extracted from the directory structure file

using a message digest algorithm such as md5 algorithm. Upon receiving the

hashcode of the directory structure file, the receiving end examines whether the

hashcode of the directory structure file already exists in a pre-agreed directory.

Existence of the same hashcode indicates that the receiving end has already deceived

the directory structure file.



At 709, if the hashcode of the directory structure file does not exist in the pre-

agreed directory of the receiving end, the sending end transmits the directory structure

file to the receiving end through the network data transmission channel.

At 7 11, upon receiving and analyzing the directory structure file, the receiving

end sends a file acquisition request to the sending end. The file acquisition request is

formed based on the result of analyzing the directory structure file.

For example, upon receiving the directory structure file from the sending end,

the receiving end first determines whether a receiving directory for storing the file

folder meets the size (space) requirement for storing the file folder, and whether any

path length of the sub-file folders and sub-files in the file folder exceeds path length

limit of the receiving end's operating system. If requirements are met, the receiving

end analyzes whether any files in the file folder already exist in the receiving

directory of the receiving end. Based on the analysis result, the receiving end of

forms an acquisition request and sends it to the sending end. The acquisition request

indicates the files that do not already exist in the receiving directory and therefore

need to be transmitted.

At 713, the sending end transmits the files in the file folder to the receiving

end through the network data transmission channel according to the received file

acquisition request.

The method for file folder transmission in the present disclosure may also

adopt a mechanism of breakpoint re-transmission. If a network connection between a

sending end and a receiving end was disconnected and re-connected, breakpoint

information of transmission interruption may be obtained. The breakpoint information

defines a point in the data being transmitted (either a directory structure file or a file

folder) at the time when the network is disconnected. The breakpoint information



ensures that the transmission of the directory structure file or the file folder will start

from the proper position as indicated by the breakpoint information.

FIG. 8 shows a flow chart of an exemplary file folder transmission after the

network connection between a sending end and a receiving end was disconnected and

re-connected.

At block 801, the receiving end obtains file digest information from the

sending end.

At block 803, the receiving end examines whether a file with a breakpoint

exists based on the file digest information, and obtains breakpoint information if such

a file exists.

At block 805, the receiving end sends a file acquisition request including the

breakpoint information to the sending end.

At block 807, the sending end transmits the file folder starting from a position

indicated by the breakpoint information.

Using a file folder transmission unit for file folder transmission, the disclosed

method may require only a simple one-click operation to achieve transmission of a

file folder between a sending end and a receiving end. In addition to simplicity and

convenience in operation, the disclosed method also avoids the drawback of high

occupancy of system resources caused by zipping and compressing a file folder.

Furthermore, the disclosed method and system can be used with a breakpoint resume

mechanism for transmission. Under poor network conditions, or when a network

connection has been dropped for whatever reason, the disclosed method and system

allow a fast recovery to previous transmission status upon re-connection, resulting in

a more stable and reliable file folder transmission.



Implementation Environment

It is noted that the disclosed method and system can be implemented using

hardware only, but preferably should be implemented using a combination of software

and hardware. The disclosed method itself can be implemented in the form of

software products stored in a storage media. The software includes instructions for a

computer device (either stand-alone or networked) to execute the method described in

the exemplary embodiments of the current disclosure.

In particular, the above-described techniques may be implemented with the

help of a computing device, such as a server or a personal computer (PC). A

computing device may include processor(s), I/O devices, computer readable media,

and a network interface. The computer device can be connected to a client-side or a

server-side. A client-side computing devices may each be a computer or a portable

device, used as a user terminal.

The computer readable media may store application program modules and

data. Application program modules contain instructions which, when executed by

processor(s), cause the processor(s) to perform actions of a process described herein

(e.g., the illustrated process of FIGS. 5-7). An exemplary process that can be

performed by executing instructions stored in computer readable media is as follows:

generate a directory structure file of the file folder, the directory structure file

having properties including size of the file folder, paths and path lengths of files in the

file folder;

send the directory structure file from the sending end to the receiving end;

determine files in the file folder that need to be transmitted from the sending

end to the receiving according to the directory structure file; and



transmit the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted to the receiving

end.

It is appreciated that the computer readable media may be any of the suitable

storage or memory devices for storing computer data. Such storage or memory

devices include, but not limited to, hard disks, flash memory devices, optical data

storages, and floppy disks. Furthermore, the computer readable media containing the

computer-executable instructions may consist of component(s) in a local system or

components distributed over a network of multiple remote systems. The data of the

computer-executable instructions may either be delivered in a tangible physical

memory device or transmitted electronically.

It is appreciated that the potential benefits and advantages discussed herein are

not to be construed as a limitation or restriction to the scope of the appended claims.

Although the subject matter has been described in language specific to

structural features and/or methodological acts, it is to be understood that the subject

matter defined in the appended claims is not necessarily limited to the specific

features or acts described. Rather, the specific features and acts are disclosed as

exemplary forms of implementing the claims.



CLAIMS

what is claimed is:

1. A method for transmitting a file folder from a sending end to a receiving end, the

method comprising:

generating a directory structure file of the file folder, the directory structure

file having properties including size of the file folder, paths and path

lengths of files in the file folder;

sending the directory structure file from the sending end to the receiving end;

determining files in the file folder that need to be transmitted from the sending

end to the receiving; and

transmitting the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted to the

receiving end.

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the properties of the directory structure

file further include a size of a subfolder in the file folder and paths and path lengths of

files in the subfolder.

3. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein generating the directory structure file

comprises traversing the file folder and computing the properties of the directory

structure file.

4. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein determining the files in the file folder

that need to be transmitted comprises analyzing the directory structure file at the

receiving end.



5. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

sending a file acquisition request from the receiving end to the sending end to

request the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted.

6. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

sending a file folder transmission request to the receiving end through an

instant messaging channel.

7. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

establishing a network data transmission channel based on network condition

between the sending end and a receiving end before sending the

directory structure file from the sending end to the receiving end.

8. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

determining whether the receiving end already has the directory structure file

before transmitting the directory structure file.

9. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein determining whether the receiving end

already has the directory structure file comprises:

generating an index identifier of the directory structure file;

sending the index identifier to the receiving end; and

determining whether the receiving end already has the directory structure file

using the index identifier.



10. The method as recited in claim 9, wherein the index identifier is a 16-bit unique

identifier extracted from the directory structure file using a message digest algorithm.

11. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein, upon an occurrence of a network

connection interruption between the receiving end and the sending end, the method

further comprises:

acquiring breakpoint information of transmission interruption of the directory

structure file or the file folder; and

resuming the transmission from a position indicated by the breakpoint

information.

12. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the size of the file folder is described

using a 64-bit integer.

13. An apparatus for transmitting a file folder from a sending end to a receiving end,

the apparatus comprising:

a file directory management module adapted for generating a directory

structure file of the file folder, the directory structure file having

properties including size of the file folder, paths and path lengths of files

in the file folder;

a file folder transmission operation logic module adapted for determining files

in the file folder that need to be transmitted from the sending end to the

receiving according to the directory structure file; and



a network transmission module adapted for sending the directory structure file

from the sending end to the receiving end, and for transmitting the files

in the file folder that need to be transmitted to the receiving end.

14. The apparatus as recited in claim 13, wherein the file folder transmission

operating logic module is further adapted for receiving a file acquisition request from

the receiving end, the file acquisition request requesting the files in the file folder that

need to be transmitted.

15. The apparatus as recited in claim 13, the apparatus being adapted for sending a

file folder transmission request to the receiving end through an instant messaging

channel.

16. The apparatus as recited in claim 13, wherein the network transmission module is

further adapted for establishing a network data transmission channel based on

network condition between the sending end and a receiving end before sending the

directory structure file from the sending end to the receiving end.

17. One or more computer readable media having stored thereupon a plurality of

instructions that, when executed by a processor, causes the processor to:

generate a directory structure file of a file folder, the directory structure file

having properties including size of the file folder, paths and path lengths

of files in the file folder;

send the directory structure file from a sending end to a receiving end;



determine files in the file folder that need to be transmitted from the sending

end to the receiving according to the directory structure file; and

transmit the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted to the receiving

end.

18. The one or more computer readable media as recited in claim 17, wherein the

processor determines the files in the file folder that need to be transmitted according

to a file transmission request received from the receiving end.
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